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Distraught Senator
attacks Print
photographer
Senator Irving Brown attacked Print photographer
and Senator Carol Jean Zalatoris at the Student Senate
Meeting, Monday, April 5,
following the· senate's vote to·
disallow the allocation of one
of the Student Senate vehicles
for the private use of the
African Student Organization(ASO) and the students at the
Center for Inner City Studies,
4545 South D,rexel.
A memo from Donn F.
Bailey, director . at the CICS
and Oscar Worril , ASO president to Senate President Jim
Payette was introduced to tlie
Senate requesting that a state
vehicle be granted to CICS for
the exclusive use of ASO and
to serve as a- form of shuttle
· service for students attending
classes at the UNI south
campus. The memo read ;:
"For several years now it
has been clear to CICS faculty
and · staff that the Afrikan
Student Organization and it's

needs require an. as; igned
would eliminate the many
vehicle to help carry out it's . headaches that are caused on a
mission and responsibility to
regular basis mainly because
the students here on the
stu~ents do not }.lave access to
southside and also to its fellow
their own transportation."
students at Bryn Mawr and
Some members of the Senate
St. Louis. There are a myriad
expressed the opinion that to
of activites that must be
grant a vehicle to one specific·
conducted in order to bring the
organization would be prejudistudents north and south
cial and unfair to other campus
closer together in a spirit of
organizations. President Pay:
mutuality. A state van asette added that if the van was
signed to ASO would indeed
granted to the CICS and the
help provide for those needs. I
maintenance and gasoline exam advised by ASO that it
penses were to · remain the
needs a state van as a means
responsibility of the Senate,
of transporting students and
the necessary signatures and
their materials to the main
authorization ~ould_ ~till ,, ~e
campus. We have a number of
required from the Senate
students ai CICS who are
officers on the vehicle requisienrolled and who are in classes
tion form before the van could
which are conducted on ~e · be used. ,
north campus. A state van
A vote was taken. The
could help address the problem
motion to grant the vehicle to
that there are many student
the CICS was defeated.
activities that · ASO sponsors
Following the vote, Senator
which would require the use of
I~ing Brown rose and voiced
a vehicle. A state van issued to
his protest. Brown stresses his
CICS and controlled by ASO
[Cont'd on page 2) ·

COnstruction plalllled for
new campus access road
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Construction of an access
road on campus from Foster
A venue to Bryn Mawr A venue
along the western perimeter of
the Northeastern Illinois University_ campus will begin
Monday; April 18, 1977.
The project will provide ~
direct entry and egress from
Foster A venue to the- university parking facilities. The road
will consist of two lanes and
expand into three at the Foster
Avenue gate to allow for a left
tum lane. Neighboring residents are hopeful that the
access road will eliminate
university traffic from the one
way residentials streets and
encourage students and employees to park in university
parking lots rather than on
local residential streets.
Construction of the $865,600
project should be completed by
Labor Day.

Senator Irving Brown

Nordberg proposes
solution to ease
FY 77 fees crisis
\

Joan Nordber'g , Student
Activities Coordinator, introduced a propesal to the
Student Senate, April 4, that
may help to ease the shortage
of student fees money for the
fiscal year 1977-1978.
Effective for the Fall trimester only, she suggested
that a temporary change of
student fees assessment be
increased from $5.00 to $9.00
. for part-time students. This
temporary change will result in
keeping fees in balance while a
study committee determines
the best method for assessment and the student body can
vote on a referendum for the
method they prefer.
Nordberg's proposal was
approved by .t he Senate and
the committee, originally requested by University President Ronald Williams, will be
established. Senators Don Collins, Tony Robles, Brent
Leatherman ,(vice president),
and Irving Brown have been
appoihted to serve on the
committee. However, any student interested in becoming a
member of the ad-hoc committee should contact the Student
Senate office, extension 501,
502, 503.
The unexpected decrease in
student fees income (approximately $25,000 less) resulted
from a decrease in university
enrollment and the Board of

.,

Governor's policy change for
the statu!l, of part-time students from a 7 to 11 credit_
hour course load. Part-time
students currently pay a
$5.00 student activity fee each
trimester; full-time students
pay $18.00.
The Senate also .approved
the following allocations for
fiscal year 1977-78 for the
boards of control.
Athletics
$53,000
CCAB
$53,300
Fine Arts
$48,600
Independent
$35,000
Media
$39,800
Senate
$40,000
The Senate will continue to
provide duplicating and mailing service to campus organizations through their budget.
A newly adopted Charter
Review Board policy was
approved at the meeting and
the moratorium restricting the
chartering of addition campus
organizations has bee'n lifted
after 5 months.
The moritorium was imposed November 5, 1976 at the
request of the Charter Review
Board members who felt the
policy needed updating and
clarification with respect to
duplication of purpose.
The next Student Senate
meeting · is scheduled for
Monday, April 11, 7:00 p.m.
room CC-217, · Student Union
Building .

BROWN (fromp.1)
belief that the Senate was not
voting in t he best interest of
the students, particularly an
estimated 300 students enrolled at the CICS.
"I think that's ridiculous
(the outcome of the vote),
man, s t udents over there
(CICS) are getting a raw deal.
I protest . I don 't think it's
fair ,' ' he exclaimed as he
walked out of the Senate
meeting room. F our senators
also rose to leave the room in
protest.
Senator Zalatoris, who was
also present at the meeting
taking photographs as a
represenative of the Print
staff, photographed . Brown
exiting the meeting.
Brown stated, " Don't take
Student Senator Irving Brown seen leaving the Senate meeting, my picture. I refuse to haveApril 4, in protest of the defeated motion to grant CICS exclusive
my picture taken. This is my
rights to the use of a student fees purchased vehicle. Senator
face and Print is not entitled
Sonya Sledge also pictured. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris]
· to take my picture. "

letters to the editor
without an editor since DecemDear Editor:
their grades until the end of
ber 1. At the time with very
the semester . on projects, etc.
We, the students of Early
little yearbook experience to
After working so hard, we feel
Childhood Education, feel we
speak of. Needless to say,
we have a right to know what
are being cheated. We feel we
there
were many things , we
are not being e~ luated accuour grades are, since she is
didn't do, didn't do right, and
rately or taught properly as
notorious for giving low
things we just didn't · know
potential teachers of young
grades.
anything
about.
children . .
The department's philoI must say here that, in
· The department asks why
sophy stresses' the need of
regard to the yearbook, apathy
the class enrollment has
children for positive reinforcein this school runs very high,
dropped so drastically. On~
ment. Although we are not
not only among the students
,r eason could be the closed job
children, a little encourbut also the faculty and
market. The major reasons
agement from this teacher and
adminis tration. It is yery
however, is the " I don't give a - a few others would make for
discouraging to see only forty
better, less defensive students.
damn attitude" of some of the
percent
ot cfuf>s and organizaCriticism from this type of
teachers in this department,
teacher is destructive, rather . tions and seventeen percent of
toward their students. Anyone
the faculty and administration
than constructive. This decan sympathize with the
respond
to our notices for
structive criticism, which tears
students who have been told
having
a
photograph taken.
us
down
along
with
everything
that they were not cut out to
Not only were notices mailed
we work at, could be reversed
be teachers,. after reaching
to everyone listed in the
their senior year, and making
to teach us, which supposedly
directory,
there was a second
it all the way to student
is the idea behind our attendnotice
hand
carried, by myself,
teaching. (This occurs just
ing classes. A positive stateto every office with a sign 'o'n
before they begin their student
ment such as, "This is good
teaching, which doe~n't make
idea, but you could • make· their door.
A majority of the notes
sense. Either the student certain changes like. . . , "
being
left on our door, and
.shows in some way she or he
would do wonders for the
various signs, are obviously
cannot make it in education
morale, and for helping us to
authored by the same person.
before the last year, or should learn the best way of doing
To this_person l would like to
have a chance to prove he or
things.
say? Once is enough, if you
she can make it during student
If Northeastern ' s Early
feel that strongly about our
teaching. )" We, who have been Childhood Department is try
yearbook
come and talk to me
through it, ' also sympathize - ing to cut down the number of
personally.
The childish manwith the students who work
majors in their field so 3.S not
ner
in
which
you act does
for hours upon hours on
to flood the job market, they
nothing to help the quality of
projects, only to be evaluated are doinf; a fantastic job!
our book, much less your
on how well, they as individcharacter.
I
'
uals, are liked by the teacher.
Concerned [and upset)
The yearbook staff is trying
We, as formerly enthusiastic
students of Early
to put together a permanent
students, have been. defeated
- Childhood Education
record of your school years. I
. in our efforts too many times,
P.S. There are a few teachers
think the people I work with
and have had creatively stifled
(not enough, however) who do
are fantastic, and I don't feel
by one teacher in particular to
"teach," fortunately, or · the
they deserve this type of
keep quiet any longer. As of
situation would be completely
abuse.
this writing, it seems as if her
impossible.
I can not close without
favorites are a possible total of
Please withhold our names.
~ying .that there are people
two. Her students have
We have enought trouble as it
here that care about the
brought in various projects
is.
yearbook
and thi_s school.
(charts, lesson plans, etc.) with
Personally
I
must thank two
a feeling of pride and a~people, our advisor and 011:e of
complishment (and after hours
my instructo~. The interest
of hard work). On their
you two have shown in the
presentation to the class, these
To the Editor:
projects are always criticized
In the last few weeks a yearbook keeps a spark of
with a negative,.attitude. We
senes of messages have been hope glowing inside of me. A
left on the door of the .compliment can go a long way.
learn by criticism but not this
Thanks.
kind. Her students are de- _ yearbook office by a few people
If anyone is interested in the
expressing their opinions as to
lirious with joy when she has
yearbook, there is a notice on
the
quality
of
the
'75
yearnothing at all to say about the
our door, E-043, as to how you
b®k.
project, because this means
Presently our staff consists can get in touch with us.
she finds it passable. Not that
Kevin Smith
of three co-editors and one
this ?appens very often. She
·· [Acting Editor Yearbook)
photo-editor.
We·
have
been
also refuses to give students

a

After wrestling the camera
from her hands, Brown seized
the camera. The camera was ,
slightly damaged but was
returned.
Senator Sonya Sledge threatened that " if t he picture is
put in the paper, (unclear as to..
who) are going to have to do
something'. against it ."
Senator · Zalatoris informed
the senator that the Print
-would not be intimidated by
idoi threats and that she did
not have t he right to censor
material prior to publication.
Campus Securi ty
was
promptly notified and a report ·
was filed by Senator Zalatoris
and two witnesses.
Vice President of St~dent
Affairs Jose Morales was

notified the following morning
of the incident by Senate
Presi9ent Jim Payette and
Secretary Judy Mador.
Senator Z_a latoris also met
with Vice President Morales.
Morales. informed her of the
procedure for taking disciplinary actioD< against a student
for a nob-academic related
matter. Senator Zalatoris is
requesting t hat Senat~r Brown
apologize and pay for damages
incurred. If he refuses, the
ma tter can be broug h t up
before the S tuden t Affairs
Council. A s t uden t found
guil ty can be placed on
non-academic disciplinary probation, suspended or expelled
from the university.

Language Dept. adds
Polish courses
by Liz Sygiel
The Language Department
of UNI is now offering courses
that deal with · Polish Language and civilization in order
to make students aware of
their Polish Heritage.
T'he Polish program is the
newest addition to the Foreign
T_,c1nguage Department 'of
'fortheastern being formed in
3e_ptember · of 1974. The programs have been a relative
success in the number of
students which have been
registering.· • - , ,
In addition to·having classes
in teaching the language, there
are courses in Polish civilization, and Polish literature in

translation. These lat~ r f l~~s1
' ''
es are taught in English. · ·· ·
A Polish ·student Alliance is
in the process of ·being
organized. I fr is expected to get
it's permanent ~barter in
September. At the close of this
semester there is . planned
dinner dance which ·is open to
all students of Northeastern
and their friends . For further
information contact the Foreign Language Department.
Students ·are encouraged to
take these classes and to join
the Polish Student Alliance in
order to - learn about their
ancestors and enjoy themselves while doing so.

a

Thompson tells of
Sumlller internships
Governor James R. Thompson announced that internship
applications are -now being
accepted for the Governor's
Summer Fellowship Program.
All Illinois ; esidents who are
presently enrolled in a college
or ' university, preferably with
junior/senior status, and
graduate and professional people are _eligible to apply.
Interns work for a two
month period, from June 15 August 15, with a minimum
salary of $550 per month .
There are a variety of positions
in state agencies, departments,
boards and commissions eithe

in Chiqtgo or Springfield. The
program includes weekly seminars with guest . speakers to
discuss various aspects of
,state govetnment.
Applications are available at
college or university political
science departments and/or
placement offices. The application, along with two letters of
recommendation and college
transcripts, must be submitted by May 1 to Mrs. Joan
Fafoglia, Room 202, St~te
Capital, Springfield, 11.fu\oil'I
62706, phone number 217-7823157. Jnterns will be notified
by late May of their selection.
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Pedroso £eatured
speaker at seminar;
Latina Women and
Women's Movement
_ by Nancy Burton
The last Women's Studies'
seminar of this semester, "The
Latina Women and the Women ' s Movement," fea1tured
Dr. Angelina Pedroso of the
Foreign Language Department. She is also chair of the
Women's Studies Board and
the Faculty Senate.
Pedroso -comes from a family
of revolutionary people; her
mother was a writer who
marched
for women's rights
.,
. and· for women's suffrage in
Cuba. When she was growing
up in Cuba, though, roles and
customs that limit women
were a dominant theme of the
culture. Even after Pedroso
became a lawyer she was not
allowed to go to a movie by
herself; there were certain
streets for she was not
supposed to walk down because they were said to be
streets for prostitutes. So
while her male collegues could
walk down these streets, and_
no one said anything, she had
. to go blocks out of her. way to
avoid them.
P edroso emigra ted to the
United States in 1~57. To,day,
she is the only Latina woman
in the Chicago Roman Catholic
Archdiocese who is an "extra
ordinary minister of communion." ( an ,extraordinary
minister of communion is a lay
person who gives communion
with the priest. )
Latino s are the second
largest minority...in.. the U.S~;
they number about 15,000,000.
Even more than their white
sisters, Latina women face sex
discrimination because of traditional , religious, and family
values.
Historically to be Latino
was to be Catholic, and for
Catlfolics marriage is a sacra:meni:UThis combination served
to'. marl.date very definite, very
rigid roles for women. Girls
were expected to grow up, get
marrjed, and raise a family. If
a girl's family could only
afford to educate one child,
that child was the boy, not the
girl. If the family could afford
to educate both, it was
assumed that the girl was
going to school to find a good .
husband. If she graduated,
she was not taken seriously in
her profession; and as likely as
not her husband would expect
her to stay home and not take ·
a job. Pedroso has friends with
MD's who are not working
outside the home because their
husbands would not ~e it.
Along with the strict concept of women's roles is the
concept of "machismo. " Machismo means· that the man
must be always strong; he is
. the- absolute head of the
hou~ehold; women are supposed 'to serve men; if a man is .
-unfaithful to hi_s wife it niay be

..

in bad t aste, but if a woman is
unfaithful to her husband it is
unforgiveable. This concept is,
of course, limiting to men as
well as women. Men are not
always strong; they do not
have all the answers; both men
and women _need held and
support ; and infidelity is
infidelity not matter who ' s
doing it.
As she is growing up the
Latina girl finds her brother -is
allowed to go outside and play
while she must stay in; she
must sit quietly (with her legs
crossed; of course·). She is
asked to bring the water or
milk to the dinner table, but
. her brother never is. After she
has ironed her blouses, she is
asked if she has ironed his
shirts yet; and she . wonders
why he doesn't iron his own
clothes like she does. And no
one gives her any good reasons
as to why these things should
be.
As a woman, the Latina
finds she is tie t -taken seriously
if she wa~t~ · to pursue her
education or work outside the
home. Her · having · a career is
seen as . an ·,attack on machismo. Her working is seen as
inconsistent with her oeing a
wife · ~nd mother. , She is
supposed to make sacrifices.
.She is supposed · to be an
extension of her husband. She
makes comrpents and agrees
with what he says. Even
though her children may · be
grown she is supposed to • say
home on the chance that her
husband may want her to do
something for him.
Latina women who want to
have a JOb outside of the home
are asked whom they love
more - their familes or their
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A s part of Klal Yi sroel's
recen t week long Holocaust
remembrance p rogram , tables
we re set up to provide
information, books, and candles . Also distributed ~ ere
yellow Star of David buttons
which students were encouraged to wear. These buttons were
originated to be a badge of ·
shame; a foreboder of suffering
and murder. Last week their
presence signified ·an acknowledgement of the past, the
pride of ·the present and the
hopes for the future. [Photo
by Cindy Hagerty]
jobs, .as if having a job meant
that ·; they didn't love their
families. Yet it is not assumed
that' when a Latino man takes
a job that he does not love his
family.
Pedroso feels that in some
ways the obstacles Latinas
face in this country are worse
than in other,, Latin countries .
Latinas here are forced to play .
the American game with
Latino rules. She feels that in
the context of a larger culture
the '- severe, rigid roles for
women are so pervasive that
as all women are suffering it is
easier to ignore·your pain and
pretend you are happy ; also
everyone else understands
what you are suffering. Latinas here are a smalle~ part of
a larger culture; it is harder to
fgnore something when 1t is
wrong, and the majority do
not understand the problems
you face. Latinas face dis- ·
crimination as Latinas and as
.,: -;_ .
wopien.
.
,
Pedroso feels that as 'Latina
women talk with other women
they will find their problems
cut acr, 1s race, class, and
ethnic lines. Change for women
is occu~irig in this . country
and it is impossible not to be
·t ouched by it.
Pedroso urges Latina wo-men to be· open and not to be ,
afraid. Women are people with
as mt v rights as anyone else.
As conditions for women
improve , hopefuliy support
•will increas~ for Latina women
to ,be themselves as they
choose tQ define themselves.

1
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~be other side

ability and personality of the
by Ronald D. Weslow
indiyidual. For those believing
As the semester draws to a
ill" freedom, choice and indivi•
close, it is instructive to look , dualism, the forces of socialback and estimate the impact
ism, communism, and Big
of new thoughts flowing · Government and Big Labor
through the University.' We
are indeed to be disdained. The
have seen the Business Departfleeting minority of democratic
ment grow and prosper, and · nations are losing ground to
the corresponding new Busithe darkness of totalitarian
ness Club, Students for Adcollectivism. Howeverc1la,i new
vancement of Management, - . defense of capitalism will arise
achieve a successful following
as . students become educated
initiating new, far reaching in its ways, holding ticker tape
programs. We are becoming instead of bombs. The United
less of a teacher's school and States is the last bastion of
more of a business school.
freedom able to defend itself.
Unfortunately, the hangovers
In this post-Bicentennial year, ,
of the Sixties still persist in we- must reflect on the hard
some corners, but economic work it will take to continue
realit y will be upon them , · proclaiming liberty-economic
forcing · them · to crawl · back as well as 'political-throughout
into the woodwork. The- pur- the land. We must renew our
pose of this column has been dedication to the individualist o stimulate thought, to tic American way, for it is that
introduce the · ot her side of way, capitalism and freedom,
controversial issues. It reflects. which has given us the highest
the new ideas coming into standard of living on earth in
predominance on the campus. the world's history, coupled
To reiterate: The pursuit of with the liberty to enjoy it as
excellem;e through competition • we please. For what is more
will aid in the development of valued among indi~fl:Wan'st ~
a mass-educated meritocracy than the' uninhibited exchange
- a verit able natural aristo- of ideas? Be ever ready to
cracy, based not on biology (or defend it, for nothing is more
racist tenents such as " Latino precious, . nor more fleeting,
Power" ) but rather on the than freedom.

I

UNI's Wolf brings

/11 LIJCKy TH~T I

A SPor TO PARK ON
THE ST~EET. .'.

reform - to U.S.
Treasury p,o licy
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Notification sent to President Jimmy Carter and U .S.
'(reasury Secretary W . Michael
Blumenthal by Northeastern
Illinois University employee
Paula A . Wolf ; Program
Administrative
Assistant,
Business and Management
Department, ·has brougl],t
about a reform regarding
requirement for the use of
courtesy titles on United State
Savings Bonds. The rule
requiring women coowners of
U.S. Sav1ngs Bonds, or women
beneficiaries, to be identified
as_ "Mrs." or ·"Miss" on . the
face of .the bonds has been,
•eHmin.a ted.-

In abolishing the long-standing requirement, Secretary
Bluementhal noted that identifying the marital status of
women, qut not of men on a
Federal debt instrument or
security, was a discriminatory
practise. A letter was sent to
Wolf thanking her for "bringing
this matter to the at tention of
the Treasury Department and
that the rule ·would , be
changed.
All bonds will now be issued
bearing social security numbers. The 39,000 savings bonds
issuing agents nation-wide will
·be provided wit h new applicatiol) forms on which the title
reqiiiremen_t will"be deleted. " .

FOU"1D
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'
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PSYCHOLOGY CLUB PARTY: on Friday, April 15 at 8:30. If
you would like to attend, your name must be on the list because
the party will be held at a security controlled building. For
·furthel' information contact an officer of the Psychology Club or
any of the Psychology Department personnel before Thursday,
April 14, at 5:00. The Psychology office is in the Science
Building, S-313, ext. 671.

announce1nents ·
.

.

LOCKER REFUND REMINDER: Just a reminder for those
students who have rented lockers for the winter trimester that
·locker deposit refunding or renewal will begin Monday, April 11,
' 1.977 and continue through the week until 3?00 Friday April 15.
Locker rental for the spring-summer trimester will begin Monday,
May 9. If you have any questions, contact Mark Kipp ext. 333,
Commuter Center.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ELECTlON Members of the April/1977 graduating class, along
with all graduates of UNI, are eligible to run for the Board of
Directors of the UNI Ahimni Association during their upcoming
election. Self-nomination forms are available t hrough the alumni ·
office, 5350 North St. Louis, and should be returned to that office
by April 11, 1977. The Alumni Association was formed to serve
all graduates of Northea~tern, and encourages your support and ,
participation. For more information, please call Patricia
Szymczak, Executive Coordinator of Alumni Affairs, at 583-4050,
extension 272.
CHARTER REVIEW MEETINGS are held at 1:00 p.m. on
Thursdays in room E-214.

THE PO POREE TOURING COMPANY OF INTERPRETERS TREATRE will present, "Fables For Our Time" by James
Thurber, and his ever-so-famous zany Thurber twist. To spice up
the evening with ,v ariety, the Po. Poree Touring Company will
also present excerpts from "The Godfather. " The program has
been adapted and staged by Roger Mue).ler and Jerry Bloom.
Thursday and Friday, April 14 and 15 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Auditorium. Admission is free.
ADDITION"AL PEER ADVISORS applicants are needed. If
you are interested in assisting Uniyersity Counseling Center staff
with the leadership··of the morning small group sessions o_f the
Freshmen Orientation, your application is . welcome . . During a
thr~ week period, probably between July 18 and August 5, peer
advisors will be involved in five training sessions and then two
weeks of Freshmen Orientation. Participants in the program will
be eligible for two credit hours through PIE. For · more
information or to obtain an application contact Da~id Helfand,
University Couaseling Center, B-115, ext. 364, during any one of
the following times: Mon. 9-12, Tue. 12-3, Fri. 2-12. Applications
must be submitted by April 18.

STUDENT FEES AND ALLOCATION MEETINGS are held
at 1:00 p.m. on Tuesdays in room E-214.

R.ESEARCH
.
'

Send only one dollar (to cover
postage) for your copy of our
latest mail-order catalog of over
7,000 research papers,
• Ouallty UnaurpaHad
• Feat, Dependable SerYlce
• Speechea, Reporta, etc.
All M&.terialr, Sold
Ft>"r Researr:h Jl'JStSOl'i C" Cnly

AUTHORS' AHEA"'CH SERVICES INC
407 South Dearborn Street. Suite 600
Chicago, Illinois 60605 312-922-0300

RESEARCH
Thousands of Topics
Send for· your up-to;-daie, 160. page, mail order ~talog. Enclose
$1 .00 to cowr postage and
handing.

&TUDENT PARKING -APPEALS BOARD MEETINGS are
THE CCAB SUMMER COMMITTEE is now forming. The
held at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesdays in room E-214. Personal appeals .
first meeting will be held on April 14 at 1:00 o'clock in the CCAB
can be made by calling extensions 508, 509.
office. This committee has the responsibility of producing special
summer events for May-August trimester. Projects currently
There is ONE SENATORIAL VACANCY IN THE
being considered are the Film Series, Spring Concert, a 400 foot
CHARTER REVIEW BOARD. There is ONE STUDENT
Banana Split, Classical Music Concert, Tricycle Race, Indoor
VACANCY IN THE PARKING APPEALS BOARD. Interested
Picnic, Outdoor Picnic, a Carnival and Free Summer Showcases.
students please contact Brent Leatherman in the Student
Students may join CCAB on a temporary basis to participate in
Government Office, E-212, ext. 501.
planning any of the above events. Additional projects will be
accepted as long as the money lasts. Bring your ideas on April 14
THE AD HOC STUDENT FEE Assessment Committee is
at 1 o'clock to the CCAB office and .see the one event that you
looking for concerned students to serve in discussing future
thought should have happened HAPPEN! Call extension 505 for
alternatives in student fee assessment. Interested students please
more 'information.
·
contact Brent Leatherman.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••o••••••••••
•
•
We Are Ope11i11.~ Our llr,11.<e To Y,, ;,
:

The next STUDENT SENATE MEETING will be held April
11 in room CC-217 at 7:00 pm. All are welcome.

THE SPANISH CLUB invites you to see LA FIACA, an
Argentine Spanish-language comedy performed by the Spani~h
Theater Repertory Company on Tuesday, May 10 at 1:00 p .m. m
the Auditorium. The play, an amusing satire on today's
mechanization of man, centers around Ne~tor, a clerk who one
Monday morning decides he "has had it", and refuses to work
any more. English language resumes will be available.

;!-~-----••llllllllt.
cu+l{,E~E T~E·CHIIESE BUFFET
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LUNCH $2.49 ,DINNER $4.25:

-::I

rT.Lrt

- - - - - -- - - -

o ·P IN 7 DAYS A WEEK

• Lunch-11 il.m. to 2:30 p.m.

• Cocktails·& Appetizers
2:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
• Dlnner-S:00 p.m. to 9:00 P:in-

•
:
:

:
•

.

•

:

EASTER SUNRISE VIGIL SERVICE~ !d-A~S held at 4:30 A.M. on Foster _Ave. Beach, Eyeryone 1s mVlted..
•

~=~:::;:;.~

: ---.....-"------~-

:

l

Food S.n,o,I From the Far Ea1t

:

· 5114 I. LI-LI

334-5252

W■tch fo,our new location ·
: ~-------"' MAGIC WOK·oPENINGSOON

'

13lf FF ET

Our research papers ~re sold for
rese&!ch J>llfP(IIIII only.
BUS IN ESS

OPPORTUNITY

Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER llUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
.Send $1.00 To:
Envelqpes Dept. 339A
310:-franklin Street
Boston.Mass. 02110

Easter
Sunrisde
Vigil
Service
and Mass

:

:

VISIT OUR NIW COCKTAlllOUNGE
Every Thund■y 1, tntern■tlo,,.1 Day

. 11322 IDAHO AVE.,# 206
LOS ANGELES, CALI!=. 90025
(213) 477-8474 .

•·
:
•

~~~~

hior-~ellriNtalhllptt!!

RESEARCH ·ASSISTANCE; INC.

•

•
:

·Sunday, April 10
4:30 AM

:.

Foster Ave.

:

Beach
At 7:30 on Friday; April ' l5, prior to the Interpreters Theatre
:
performance, THE SPEECH AND PERFORMING ARTS
:
2839W.TOUHY AVENUI: :
DEPARTMENT will present their 11TH AN~UAL AWARDS
Everyone invited!
•
0
NIGHT to honor the students that they feel have contributed
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..••••••••r• ,. , .. ~ --:>■;
qualitative work to, · and . -in the name of the Department.
Everyone is welcome.
10%off . year round
discount card 10%off year round discount card 10%year round discou
.
- ::,

•

•

...

••
a
••

. The Prouram of
the lcar isn·t on

1,;

Ifs in the Air l~>rcc
ROTC.
The Program of The Year isn't on
TV. It's in the Air Force ROTC.
Find out about the two and .
four-year Air Force ROTC
programs today. They both.
get you an Air Force commision, an 'excellent start:
ing salary, challenging work, .
responsibility, promotions
and a securf3 future with a .
modern service.
Air Force ROTC also prepares you ·tor leadership
positions atiead. Positions
such as aircrew ·member,
missile laun_ctl' ·officers,
mathematicians, ·engineers,
and r13search and development scientists.
Find out today about the
benefits of · the Air Force
ROTC program. It's a great
way to aerve ·.your country
and to .·help · pay for your
college education.
Contact Captain Dennon

(312) 567-3525
Air Force ROTC -.~teway
toa Great Wayo{Life .

HEAR
AGAIN

I
I

0

I

'

"$.

HEAR AGAIN
Open 7 days at noon to 5:30. Mon
and Thursdays_till 9:00

In honor of the opening of your Uncle Dan's Army-Navy Surplus

0
,..
Center, you are now entitled to a 10% . discount year round

:specialists. For those who's taste
in quality stereo components exceed their budget. Hear Again
sours the midwest to bring you
the absolute best buys in quality
stereo components. AJ/ equipment
is checked and guaranteed f9r
your satisfaction. Our constantly
changing inventory . includes I
name brands such as:
Receivers : Pioneer, Sony, Kenwood, Marantz, Sherwood .
Speakers : Advent, ESS, EPI, ~
KLH, Jenseri, AR .
1
1 Apms/Tuners : Sansui, Integral
systems, Harmon Kardon.
Turntables: Dual, Philips, BSR, 1
Miracord, Garrard.
·
Tape Decks : Teac, Sony, Pana1
sonic, concord .
·
• Check our savings on pre-packaged systems, and weekly specials . When you've got a limit• ed budget, don't settle for less.

6946 N. California
338-7737

.

!- Attention All Students i...

I

a Chicago's used anti Demo Stereo

I
I

.

...ca with this card and valid student I.D. Just clip it out and put it in your
u wallet. Anytime you need camping goods, outerwear, jeans, tops
c and mu.eh, muc·h m.ore, stop in at any of your Uncle Dan's 3
::,
0
u locations.
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.Uncle Dan's Army Navy Surplus
·Student Discount Card
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This entitles the bearer to 10% off with student I.D. Not valid on sale
merc.handise. Valid thru 6/30/77. Not transferable.
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3350W. Bryn Mawr, 588-9190.

·3934 W. Dempster, Skokie, 679-9577
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picture poll

l

/

Marty Milco-Leo
Sophomore'
Practicing my card playing.

1

by Cindy Hagerty

Anna Marie DeRaimo-Pisces
Sophmore-Elementary Education
I'm going to Ft. Lauderdale
and Daytona Beach.

Dan Taussing-Sagittarius
Junior-Special Education
Staying home and watching
my fence rust.

PRINT

What are your plans
for the Spring break?

Judy Jamrozik-Capricorn
Junior-Special Education
I'm going canoeing on the
Okee Fanokee River.

J eff Scheithe-Gemini
Sophmore-Biology
I 'm going to t he Bahamas and
shooting underwater photography.

GUITARS
VIOLINS

Female Models - Professional
photographer with magnificent
studio seeks extremely attractive
women for publication in national
men's magazines. No experience
necessary. Earn $100 - $500/ day.
Call: 338-4044.

L UN CH . DINNER & LATE SNACKS

PIZZA IN THE PAN
Cocktails
Char -bro iled Gullibu rgers
Ribs • Chicken • Steaks

RESTA(,JRANT & PUB •••
8808MILWAUKEE AVE .
f>hone 298-2100
(corn er Milwaukee & Demps ter)

2727 W. Howard St. 338-2166

CAR CITY
HAS BIG
SAVINGS for ·
STUDENTS!

".:..a4JJ!lk"'--.;:-:,

Comp /,ete se /,ection of
A merican and Foreign
Sports Cars, Vans, and
Recreational Vehicles.
•
Bank flnariClng
11 awallable

$300& UP
AO 4-7808
SM-IHI

.
" Compare and you'll bet your bottom
dollar on us.
"Because we're the on ly line of 100%
natural cotton 14-ounce denim jeans in the
world without 'jeans problems'.
I
" Sedgefield Do-Nothing 3 denim w ith the
arna zing Sanfor-Set* process.
" That's ou r bu ilt-i n competitive edg e.
" And the reason w e beat their pants off.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T SHRINK OUT·OF·SIZE.
"You're never in a pi nch o r bind with us
because, regardless of how many times we're
washed, the size you buy is th€) si ~e w e stay.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
· DON'T NEED IRONING.
" Throw aw ay your iron. Because we're
so wri nkle-resistant w e come out of the w asher
and _d rier 'ready to wear! I

1,

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
START OUT NICE AND SOFT.
" We won't 'stiff' you because we start
out soft and get softer, faster.

Page~

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS

DON'T COST ABUNDLE.
"Our biggest eage? The price you don 't pay
for Do-Nothing because we cost no mme than the
regular price of the biggest seller.

"IF WE'RE LYING
YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK.
" Because we've got an unconditional l"year
w arra nty: Just send us back our jeans and we'll
replace them . Or refund your money ·
"I nterested ·enough to try us on foi- size?
" Then just d ial this toll free number:

"TO FIND SEDGEFIELD JE4NS NEAR YOU
DIAL 800 T·H·E £ D·G·E?'
0

fed

e~□®~@t~

With thegBuilt-in Edge.
'•,

.

•:{

:.·
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·. If finally com~ down to commitment.
When you don\ like a course, it's hard to excel. The class gets
tedious. The texts get boring. 'The lectures get dreadful. Your work
suffers. And so do your grades.
·
Compare that with the courses you really believe in.
You care more. You try more. And without even noticing, you just
naturally do better.
.
It's true in school. It's true outside of school.
For example, we believe there's just one way to brew i: ' . 1,
Busch.beet The natural way. With natural ingredients. -'i it
Natural carbonation. Natural ageing.
We believe that's the best way to brew a beer.
. And when you believe in what you're
doing, you just naturally do it better.
Taste a Busch and we think you'll agree.
1

BUSCH.·

When yo~ believe in whatyou're doing, · ,fr.:~ ~
. you Just naturally do 1t better~
; .: -... -·=

...
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UNI Children's Theatre Review

The Day Monsters Came.
Out (To,. Play?)
by Dan Pearson
Michael Springer's THE
DAY THE
MONSTERS
CAME OUT (To PLAY?) is a
crowd pleaser. In fact, a great
deal of the dialog is obsured by
the enthusiasm of the audience. Springer's play is the
current production of the
Children's Theatre Workshop
under the direction of Durward
A. Redd.
,,,
The characters in the play
were originally based on actual
students who were active in
past Children's Theatre productions when Springer was a
student at this university .
Some are still recognizable but
any possible lawsuits have
already been negotiated between the alumnus author and
his old cronies.
This is a fun show. Springer
contends that old jokes are the
best and so slapstick and
Abbott and Costello double
talk abound. Two of the
monsters are even named
Cabot and Abello. This might
be considered sacrilege by the
purists but the performances
of James M. Schipp and Bob
Benton as the goofy Cabot and
·Abello are a joyou s throwback
to those golden days of the
funnymen.
·- A footnote to the script asks
the actors not u se any of t he
familia r mons ter imperson ations, i.e. Karloff, Lugosi, and
Lon Cha ney Jr., so new
monsters have been created; a
TV set monster that only sells
commercials, a garden hose
with a mind of its own and a
berserk vacuum cleaner.
These bizarre creation are
t h e work of a once kind
hearted mad · scientist who is
now laboring under an evil
witch's curse that forbids him
to sleep until he creates the
perfect monster. The witch's
. criteria must be pretty high,
for the poor doctor had hasn't
had a good night' s rest since
1047 A.D. Naturally this guy
·is irritable.

At a local . school play ground, the Monster Patrol
(Cabot and Abello) lures a
suitable victim, a smart
mouthed ballet student, (well
played by Andrea M. '.fown:
send and Jeanette Harrison)
into the forest where she is ·
captured and spirited away to
the Mad Doctor's castle laboratory. Two of her classmates
(Tim Dieries and Barbara
Schumann) . accept the challenge with grit and determination to undertake a rescue
operation.
'.fHE DAY THE MONSTERS CAME OUT (TO
PLAY?) is also a musical or at
least there are .some musical
numbers included into the
proceedings. Only one of the
songs is successful, however.
Barry Petrie, who plays the
Mad Doctor, belts out "Everything Happens To Me" and

OF WHOLESAL~ & RETAIL APPAREL
Be tter Junior & Ms: Clothes For Leu Money
TOP QUALITY NAME BRAND.S
.
AT

Dally 10:30-5:30
Th u,.. 1O::SW:30

also kicks off the Monster
Disco number with tremendous gusto that is infectious.
There is similiar gusto in other
musical selections but while
the spirit is willing the voices
are weak.
The author is also responsible for the impressive sets and
lights. His designs for the
laboratory, executed by Durward A. Redd with his usual
excellence, could pass muster
by the Friends of Frankenstein
Society.
The Children's Theatre will
hold a benefit performance of
this funny and fast moving
monster party on Monday,
April 18th at 7 P.M. in the
Auditorium. Tickets may be
purchased from any of the cast
members or at the door. This
special night performance will
allow the big folks to get in on
the fun.

,~-----.;.-COUPON - ---~-~,
·th . d .
er .wi _ me . P!~
FREE -:-· 2 Pitchers beer with 'large p1,u.a
50¢ off .---= any luncheon order · · .

Ladies Nite, Tues:, &
Femaies,

~ Brentands

THE FULL SER VICE BOOKSTORES®

29 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60603 • DEarborn 2-7500
BRANCH STORES : 516 N. Michigan Ave. • 62 E. Randolph St. • 16 S. LaSalle St.
1723 Sherman Ave ., Evanston• 1028 Lake St., Oak Park • North Mall , Old Orchard
Oakbrook Cen1er • Evergreen Plaza• River Oaks • Lincoln Mall • Randhurst Center
Hawthorn Genier • The Mall at Cherryvale (Rocklord) • Woodfield Mall

Fox Valley Center • Water Tower Place

'Cher~ IS• difference!!!
PREPARE FOR:

ILOUNGE -- PUB

l 533.8 N. Lincoln ·

™1·WI· ~

784-9638

i
~

Snack Shop
3401 . ,,. • •• , JU 1-11!15

r----------..
C Q Up Q N
HOMEMADE:
Potato Pancakes with bacon,
and choice of apple sauce
or so~r cream - $1.-95

•

~I
I .

.Kroch's

I
I

i Thurs., Unescorted
i ·.S¢ a _Drjlik

I
I

i

ALGEBRA ... GERMAN
... ECONOMICS ... BOTANY
... BIOLOGY... FRENCH
... ENGLISH ... PHYSICS
... CHEMISTRY

.. I_.
. I·
------~------------~---1 .L
Movie Nite;. Sun., 10 :30 pm, .·

-1

I
'I '

. .. FOR THE
STUDENT WHO'S
BEHIND IN ...

... AND MANY OTHER SUBJECTS

IOPEN AT 11 a.m. DAILY I
II
I
be .

539-1450

Grea t f or rev iew . . . perfect
to help yo u catch up fast.
rogrammed format keeps you
from wasting t ime ... let s you
co nce ntrate o n areas where
yo u need the most help.

. COVE

. l . Pi ch. ;
,FREE. -c:.
. _t _
er

OFF TH E .
SUGGESTED
RETAIL PRICE

·l<rochs&.
Brentanos

HIDDEN

i .
i 1I

?So/cO

(1½ Bloclt& from Northeastern)

r oPENWFORtUNCH- ~

I
I

UP TO

3311 W. BRYN MAWR

Sunday1 12:-:00

'Ir-------~----------------,
' •. ·
CV's North,astern I

I

SAVINGS

P~~:8JH£

Good thru April 14

I

Cordially invites a.ll UNI students
and employees to enjo11 our home
cooked f ood s and foun. ta in
creatfons,

.I.
I
I
I
I
I

Your Host

Sam
W e are open 7 days a week
from 6AM to 9PM 'tor
BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

'-----------J_____________.. _
Fast Carry Outs .

·. .

.

GMAT• GRE • OCAT
CPAT ·• VAT • SAT
ECFMG • FLEX

NAT'L MEDICAL BOARDS
NAT1 DENTAL BOARDS
Our broad range of programs provides an umbrella of testing know-how that enables us to offer the best preparation
available, no matter which course is taken . Over 38 years
of experience and success . Small classes . Voluminous
home study materiara. Courses that are constantly updated . Permanent centers open days & weekends all year.
Complete tape facilities for review of class lessons and !or
Ilse of supplementary materials. Make-ups for missed lesson s at our centers .

SPRING, SUMMERi WINTER COMPACTS
MOS T CLASSES-ti WEEKS BEF.EXAM
COURSES SOON TO COMMENCE :

f'

GMAT-LSAT-COMPACT LSAT

2050 W. Devon
Ch icago, Ill. 60645
(312) 764-5151 ·

~~

iUJPIAN.

EDUCATIONAL CEN TE R

Outsi de NY State On lv
CALL TOLL FREE

800-221-9840

T(S T P A ( P AA ATIO N ·
C, P[ (I AllSTS <;I N C[ IQ)h

Centers in Major U.S. Cities

._ Pap 8
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TKE Spring f orillal
big success

.,

V.A. not~fies vets
o_f ch.e ek ch.a nges

Last Saturday evening Tau
urban campus" due to suc·
Kappa Epsilon, Northeastern 's
cesses in money I making
largest fraternity , held its
projects, public service activspring formal. The Red Carna- • ities, and a sophisticated little
tion Ball , as it is called by t he
sis te r org a nization . Nor t hTEK Es, turned ou t as a n
ea stern ' s Tekes , who along
overwhelming success.
with t he Tekes of U.C.L.A. ,
Jus t recently, Lambda-Pi
are t he most tecent of- t he
chapter was rechartered with
chartered urban campuses ,
the International Fraternity.
both of whom T,K.E. InterT .K.E . Internationals claims
natioqal sees exhibiting unLam bda -Pi as its "model
limited _potential.

:

****************
. _1:his . potential was e~e~Hollywood Bed 49.95 * .phfied m Saturday evenmg s

** Twin
Matt & Box 54.00 *
Full Matt & Box 59.00 :
Matt & Box64.00 *
*! Queen
Folding Cot
49.95 :
:

Pillows -

1.90 Jt:

activities highlighted by award
presentation and the cuowing
of the Teke sweetheart.
Awards were given to Mike

...........I
I
----·

! American :
** ·Sleep Shop. *: . . TYPIST
*! . 4635 N. Kedzie
.
! 728-843.0 I
•
267-2870
*
*****************

"Bags" Miller, Top Teke, Don
" Pete" Peterson-Top Athlete,
James "Captain" Boratyn-To
associate Member,
Glen
James "Captain" Boratyn-Top
associate Member, Glenn
"Sven" Timmerman-Most improved Teke and James
" Adonnis " Dongas-Top SchoA chance in GI Bill payment
lar. Both Eileen Scanlon and
procedures, effective June 1, ,
Colleen McGuinness were pre1977, will bring checks at the
sented with Order of Diana
end of the month rather than
awards : Top Little Sister, and
at t he beginning to 1.5 million
Most Consciencious Little Sisveterans, dependents and serter, respectively. In a close
vicemembers enrolled in Vetvote, · Lynn Cunningham was
crowned Teke Sweetheart. - erans Administration educat ion programs . These and
Stiff competition came from a
other changes. are explained in
bevy of lovelies; Aimee Dua " stuffer" to be sent with
casse, Colleen McGuinness,
April and May chekcs, the VA
Donna Mele, Libby Zazove,
said today.
Debbie Zuchel and Eileen
Another June 1 change,
Dover, to name a few .
brought about by law, modThe success of the evenings
ifies and arrangment which in
activities were for the most
the past automatically gave
part due to the fraternai
trainees a t wo-month money
brotherh0od , which makes
advance at the start of school.
Teke unique among all Greek
Ending of the prepayment
organizations. This element of
system will have the most
togetherness will continue to
noticeable effect on vet eranmake Tau Kappa Epsilon t he
students continuously enrolled
brightest light on the U.N.I.
this summer. They will receive
social scene.

From Ralph Bakshi,
master of animation, comes an
epic fantasy in wondrous color.
A vision of the world, 10 million years
in the future, "where Wizards rule the
earth. And.the powers of magic prevail
over the forces of technology in the
final battle for world supremacy.

their last VA check under the
prepayment system on May 1,
covering enrollment for May:
The next check, covering
June enrollment, will be issued
June 1. Subsequent VA checks
will follow each additional
month of enrollment. A student whose enrollme~t ends in
June will receive the payment
for June on July 1.
_
The modified a_d vance payment procedure permits adv!'lnce payment at the beginning of a school term for the
first month or partial month,
plus the following month only
if the student makes a written
req~est and the sch<>(?l agrees
to process7 the advance paymen t. Prior to this new
legislation, all students got
advance payments automatically , it was noted.
Student s under the GI Bill
or the departments educat ional
assistance program who wish
an advance payment should
contact t heir school , because
the student 's written request
for advance payment must be
included .on the school enrollment certification submitted to
VA.
VA emphasized t he enrollment certificiation containing
the advance . payment request
mu st be received at least 30
days before the start of regular
registration . Disabled veteransunder VA rehabilitation programs should cont act their VA
reha b ili tation , s p ecialist for
fu rther informa tion .
E ligible veteran-stude~ts requesting advance payment for
the fall school session should
be aware t ha t no additional
check will be forthcoming from
t he VA for a pprox imately
three mont hs, a VA' spokesman said.
For example, a veteran
receiving a1~ advance payment
check in September, covering
Sept e~ber and October, would
no t . receive an education
payment for November until
Dec. ·1, because of the
elimination of the prepayment
provision, it was explained.
Students with questions
concerning VA educational
checks are urged to contact
Lou Bielakowski, UNI Vet
Rep., in the Office of Veterans
Affairs, room . 0008, located in
the Cl_assroom Building.

Italian club raises

scflolarsflip·

Color by De Luxe®
PG l'llmALauasamo-

. Exclusivel y a t (hese thef!tres

<ei 197 7 T~: nt ieth C~ ntury-Fox ~

EVANSTON ·• HYQE PARK• LAKE SHORE
Ev~nston

5238 S. Harper

r

3175 N. Bway

OGDEN SIX.-~· WILL ROGERS .:f. WOODFIELD
.f
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Naperville
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by Shirley Harris
Three hundred fifty dollars
was raised by the Italian Club,
April 1, at the first ~cholarship
benefit dance held in Alumni
Hall and attended by some 250
percent. The money will be
used to assist · students studying Italian · at UNI who are
either in financial need or
worthy of recognition because
of their high academic achieve·
ment. ,.
The scholars hip will be
l ' administered by t he officers of
- t he d ub beginning this fall ..
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was to relax. Similarly, today
more researchers are discovering that alcoholism is a much
more widespread problem
among young people than is
drug use.
Within the categories of
hard drug usage were percentages for the number of people
who have tried - Cocaine 18%
with no one making much use
by Ann F. Holda
70% in 1976. This year saw a
of it. Heroin - with only 2%
For the past .seven years, decrease in the use of mari- tried, and LSD with 18%
Dr. Paul Pozkozim, of, North- juana to around 65%. These trying it and 3 using making
eastern Che~istry Defartment figures closely resemble the light use of the drug.
has been conducting course national averages. The use of
These averages for drug
entitled, "The Chemistry of LSD for UNI students also usage among the more adFood and Drugs. " this course, has increased to nearly 25% in dictive and destructive drugs
inititated by Dr. Pozkosim, 1975, and since has dropped to probably do not correspond as
deals with the chemis·ery less than 20% in 1977.
closely • with the national
effects upon t:1e body, producThe responses to the survey . averages, as those who would
ed by various foods and drugs. itseif give some interesting be involved with hard drugs
During the course; Dr. Pozko- observations. Although 50% of would probably not be found
zim distributes a survey, and the class felt that marijuana in universities.
has compiled the results.
was less dangerous than
These answers are based
upon averages within a class of
Among drugs one of the alcohol , only : 40% felt t hat it
82, · and may · not be truly
most physically addicting is should be legalized before it is
representative of the entire
tobacco. Although 73% of UNI . more medically understood .
school, but serve to give a ·
students have t ried tobacco, Also alcohol usage is much
tough ~stimate of · drug usage
less t han half regularly smoke more predominant than mariat Northeastern. One additionit.
juana usage. Reasons listed fo r
al thought, it might be
Marijuana use among UNI smoking reefer were prima ril_y
interesting to give the same
students has steadily increased to get a high, while the majore
Survey to our faculty.
from 45% in 1971 to nearly reasons for drinking alcohol

Departlllent s~rvey
reveals drug use

up aD1011:g students
a

DOC,
To I.et you know we
miss you and hope you
feel better soon!
Jimmy
Judy& C.J.

co■T
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LINSIS
•

ONE DAY REPLACEMENT OF
MOST HARO CONTACTS

•

CLEANING AND POLISHING WHILE
YOU WAIT . FREE WITH UNI ID CARD

•

SOFTLENSESAVAILABLE

... ~ ••...•.•...••. ~························~··················
6770North Lincoln Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 674'-9519

Now, before time separated you qnd the friends you
made in college, why not get your group together
for that break you need,· and will never forget. Now
is the time to enjoy Hawaii,; Sun-up and Sun-down.
Come with us to Hawaii! Enjoy the sun, sand and
surf at ~xciting Waikiki Beach, or visit the old
Hawaii on the lively neighbor islands. Two tours
are being offered.

ONE WEEK TWO WEEKS
June 18-26 June 18-July 2
Waikiki
Beach

Waikikim Maui,
Kona and Hilo

$399 per person

$699 per person

(Prices based on double occupancy)
TOUR PRICES INCL UDE:
• round-trip airfare on United Airaccommodations at modern, conveniently located hotels
• round-trip transfers between
airport and hotel
• sigh!seeing tour

D

.f

LUM

\\\

NORTHEASTERN

A deposit of $100 per person will secure your
reservations. Further information and reservations are available through the Alumni Office,
5350 N. St. Louis, 5834050, ext . 272.

.

tLLINOIS UNIVERSITY

SPACE IS LIMITED - MAKE
You RESERVATIONS today!

(Paid announcement)

~EXCEL~
-

Don't wait for your
silver anniversary!

Paramount Pictures Presents aRobert Evans production aJohrrFrankenhe1mer film
starring Robert Shaw. Bruce Dern. Marthe Keller "Black Sunday" co-starring Fritz Weaver
and Bek,m Fehm1u. Music Scored by John Williams. Director of Photography John A.Alonzo
A.S.C., Executive Producer Robert L. Rosen. Based on the Novel by Thomas Harris.
Screenplay by Er~est Lehman. Kenneth Ross and Ivan Moffat. Produced by Robert Evans.
~~~ohn Frankenheimer, Services byConnaught P~oductions. In Color
I~::...:•.~~:~:.::~-; -I
Re<Kl the Bantam paperback Panav1s1on. AParamount Picture~:-~: .

r(aJ

NOW...

At These Theatres:

STm-WE,
°""'°""

Rll!!!l'

DEERBROOI,

IORTOII
av£,
llortonGrow

NIIIRll6E,
..........

WOOIIFE.O,

YOIIITOWl
.........

.

...

-PWA,
~

Deerfield

Sc:Ml.fflbu'll

'

-

IIVEROAIS,
Calumet City
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Reviews

Disasters ...
Dirty Words . . .

and World War II!
by Dan Pearson
Godfrey Daniels,. bread and
circuses are back. For SLAP
SHOT revives armed combat
as a spectator sport. It
encourages violence for the
sake of entertainment and uses
profantity · and sex as comic
relief. Or so it would seem at
first glance , but this film,
directed by George Roy Hill
(THE STING, BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUNDANCE KID), skates on
ideologically thicker ice.
If one can look beyond the
high sticking and the spicy
language there is a forceful
and somewhat fearful glance
into the locker room mentality
of the professional athlete. The
sporting life as portrayed in
the fast placed and disjointed
script was written by Nancy
Dowd, who also has a small
role as one of the hockey
wives. Her brother Ned, the
technical advisor, played minor
league and provided much of
the authenticity to the script.
A note on the language that
Paul Newman and the other
players use with such familiarity, Ashley Montagu, -in his
book, THE ANATOMY OF
SWEARING, states that "the
fine art of swearing has fallen
into a state of decline. Vicious
curses and sublime and giddying oaths have been replaced

by witless reiterations of four letter words." SLAP SHOT
reinforces the anthropologists
view of modern swearing.
Language is not the problem
in AIRPORT '77, oxygen is.
All through this film there is
an underriding concern for the
lack of oxygen for passengers
trapped below. While this is a
very humanitarian stand, why
no one thought to see how
much oxygen the scriptwriters .
were receiving, is one mystery
I just cannot fathom.
This results in a film that is
ridiculous but harmless. Disaster movies are ·a ctually doing
the economy a service by
providing work for large
groups of those in the acting
profession until something
better comes along. In this
installment, the third film to
be inspired by the Arthur
Hailey novel, a kindly billionaire (James Stewart), invites a
large number of important
people to his Florida estates on
his· brand new super 74 7.
Unfortunately or fortunately,
according to your point of
view, the flight meets with
mishap. This comes in the
form of a highjacking and a
crash landing in the Bermuda
Triangle where the aircraft
survives intact under 30 feet of
the Atlantic Ocean.
Jack Lemmon and Brenda

Vaccaro must keep the living
passengers calm until a plan of
action can be devised. The US
Navy replaces the cavalry and
there have never been this
many people underwater since
THUNDERBALL. The rescue
scenes move along nicely
because, as the footnote says,
this movie demonstrates the
actual rescue capabilities of
our Naval Forces.
THE EAGLE HAS LANDED, Jack Higgen's riveting
novel has been given the
Reader's Digest treatment and
as such makes a wonderful
companion piece to the book.
Those without prior familiarity
with the novel will be enter·
tained but prob~bly confused.
The story of the plot to kidnap
Winston Churchill, a story
with some basis in fact, was
directed by John Sturges
(THE GREAT ESCAPE, T.HE
MAGNIFICENT SEVEN). He
provides enough of the directorial _thread to weave this
extraordinary tale into a film
with style, wit and action.
Performances by Michael
Caine, Donald Sutherland and
Larry Hagman keep the Eagle
from a crash landing. Major
motivation, the higl:tly detailed
planning and several charactters (that made t he book such
a good· read) are reported as
casualties. But that's war.

r---------------,
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Don't Forget!
Tax deadline is April 15, 1977

II

and Don 't Forget . .. .

·,ij oc'.

II

II

TAX AID

I
I

I
I

3547W . Lawrence, Phone 478-5717
Both Federal & State Returns only $9.00
(with W-2 and Student l.D.)
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,Delicious Submarine Sandw1ches•••Homemade SoupS***lce Cream '
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" The Original Pizza by the Slice "

II
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I

4009 W. Lawrence
(Lawrence near Pulaski)

Tryourfamous
hot sandwiches

II
I
I

·282-1242

282_1243
WEDEL/VER
HOT & FAST

Q p EN ·Monday.thru Saturdi;iy 11AM-1.f!M

I
I

I
I

Sunday 1:00PM to 12Midnight

Ir-------------------------------, I
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11 SPECIAL

75¢ OFF - 12:: or 14:: P!zza
1
couPoN
95¢
OFF - 16 or 18 Pizza , I
1
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3336 West-Bryn Mawr- 478-9440
FREE DELIVERY 10 am-2pm
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NewHours, 9:30amto7:30pm
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Now ••. EN Jo v BEER

1
1

WITH YOU R SAN DWI CH

I

and OTHER DELI-DELIGHTS

I

II

I
I

THIS WEEK ONLY

PITCHER OF BEER

at Hollywood Liquors

I

I

.!~.~-~~!!!.!.~•.~.?.!r J

3~..0

We will deliver orders to Hollywood. Coupon va_lid

·------~m~.:.-.=.. -- I

---~--------------~~--~penny wise&pound foolish
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lree classllieds
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lor sale
1972 Oldmobile
Cutlass with new battery, brakes
and snow tires. Runs excellently,
but body leaves something to be
desired. A great deal for someone
to whom appearances are not
important. $250.00.
Call: x481 and ask for Nancy, or
stop in at Gym Office.
FOR SALE:

I

#

Having any troubles finding
stairs lately???????

2nd Floor Crew-

From: The one who fools around!
To One Who Works In The
Cafeteria, [DINO] ·

Watch -put when your eating
that sandwich, because your boss
is watching.

--------

Mrs. G.

Vagabond Vicki

.

SCUM!!

FOR SALE: '69 Cutlas Supreme, 4 door, power steering,
power brakes, air _ conditioning,
power windows, pop-up trunk, new
brakes and tires, runs well, $400.
Call: 822-6552 or 281-5027.

Dear Joe College,

Kittens: Your choice of four

perrrfect kittens by May 8;
Mother's Day. 1 each - all black,
Caliko, orange tabby, orange/
white tabby. Free to loving
individuals. Call ext. 437, 438 at
m(iy and leave name & n'!.mber. If
I'm not there in daytime try
465-7179; sometimes there during
day but mostly at night. NO calls
after 11 p.m. PLEASE! My name
is BARBARA.

personals

Sports photographer

ABCD Cows
LMNO Cows
SMR2. i:;/ ..

~

~:,:~~

DEAR LION:

Love,
Uncle G.

t

I'm sure you·' don't mind being
my BUNNY for this weekend - I
don't mind being yours.
FB
Lou:

I will forever miss all the good
times in _lab. From silia rich
minerals, to funny rocks, you've
been a great teacher. Hard as
heck, but great!!
your soon to be ex-student
Dear Yogurt Maker,

First tell your mom she's so
cute! I love corned beef. Second,
don't forget Your long underwear
I hear it's pretty c old. Third, have
a good vacation and great trip!
Soil Tiller

To the Foxy Dude with the Black
hair who introduces the concerts . .

you've never looked so FOXY as
Monday night in your blue suit.
Let's find some place to go, okay?
How about a cold shower???????
-To Whom it May Concern,

INDIAN GIVEN!

Yours Truly,
An Avid Fan
&om Jazz-Rock

P.S. Are you coming to sc_hool in
the spring?
Whenever you think you 're not
&:ood enough for someone, it's
cause you ain't seeing yourself tl,-e
way they are.

~lide over; I'll join you!
Ulcer on the W!IY
Ron Weslow:

No one, but no one likes a sore
loser!
HULK Fan Club

"N"

Congratulations oh the awards
you won last -Saturday. I hope you
had as much fun at the R·. c.B. as I
did. The rest of the fraters and I
would like to say that it wouldn't
be the same without you.
Your most congenial T .K.E.
Sven Glinkerman

To The All 3 American Girl in
Bio.,
It is now your turn to be left
waiting. It happened to Puppet
and myself, so now it must be you,

so just watch for it.
Your ever-lovin' pansy,
Kong

Pam,

Even though I haven't seen you
much this semester we're- still
good friends! Have fun on
vacation.
B.E. ,
My George [SNORT],

Thanks fo much fdr the rides to
school. I really appreciate it. Let's
keep in t9Uch.
_

The epileptic nose whistler

The Lone Rider:

Dear Steven,

2nd Floor Crew-

HULK very happy to meet you.
YOU ARE GOOD FRIEND.
HULK
never smash you, Maybe
HUI;K show you·how to beat John
Denver in our little game.

After three years of knowing
you and loving you, leaving you is
still the hardest thing there is to
do. I wiH miss you very much
when I'm gone.

The HULK

Diane

I'm such a pig, I ate two
Host_e ss
, cupcakes

Barb,
Who else could win the Boula,
Boula award but you!
lg & Sven

Touchy sides:

Knead and. punch and fold and
beat 100 times. Those little yeaties
sure do take a beating.

Bags,

,

Flour Face

As a T.K.E. you're TOPS!!
S.G.

I thought I'd wish you a happy
birthday early, so Happy Birthday. Be good.

Don,
Wish you could stay longer with
us but since you can't, Good luck
in Conneticut.
T.K.E. Fraternity

---------------

Richard H.

I enjoy our little walks and talks
- Thanks for being

there-

A Friend

Good Luck on Finals!
Love,

·space Cadet
John- Jim. Frank- Brain- VitoSonia• MelvinGood Luck on Finals!
A Morning Coffee Club
Member
Dear Jim E.,
Like the song goes: "Remember
the Good Times." So that's wht
I'm doing and Thanks a lot for
them!!
LuvYa,Anna

Love, Paula

ANITA:
Do you think we will all get the
southern accent? I like sangria,
how about a sangria sundae/float?
Your Mother

Snails:
Rock Partner:

Wow, won't we have a field day
scratching those mountains? Maybe we can stop at Joe's Bar and
Grill after we locate the Bench
Marks.

_____ ________ _
/

Song1-der

To the Cut and Crew
of "Monster's,"
Thanks for making the show
such a success and a real pleasure
to work on. Best of Luck during
the summer.
Love,

T.K.E. Little Sistea:9,

You were the best ,Sweetheart
contestants yet. You were a great
asset to our contest and also to the
frat.
Mike & Sven

Well, it's all over now. HULK
has won! After 4 long months,
HULK has again become the
supreme ruler and World Champion of Monopoly! Don't cry,
John. Please, don't cry. Maybe
next time, but HULK don't thinks
so.
so.
Thanks for the Title,
The HULK

How has the vacuum cleaner
monster been doing? Sorry I
haven't been talking to you; ' but
FINALS are here!!

Sheryl:

Cabot

The Choir Boys

Aimee, Colleen, Donna, Libby,
Debbie,

JOHN DENVER:

P .S. Miss, can I leaf through your
dictionary?
.
.
.

No-Balls:

Let's have a bucket of Budgie?
Finger-lickin' good!

Maybe we can work out a deal?
I'll only go away for two weeks if
you only go away for ~wo weeks.
If not well, I guess I'll just have
to suffer.

F. Face . ..
(sure hope this one makes it( . . .
just remember t~t you got your
special way of turning the world
the way that I'm going. . . don't
ever stop, cuz ya' gotta get in to
get out...

Chicago Branch

Hey Linda!

You have fat thighs.

J"un Grou:
I'll go out and party with you
on your brealc anytime. How did l
find out? - Through my many
far-reaching connectiom! !

DOC:

Dear Pits:

---..l-~----------

I

How's your board?
Otto & Friend

Page 11

Sides. XOXOXO

Your Nat, Lampoon Pal
Zappa

John Denver:

Sorry about your work getting
axed, and my condolences for
Hulk beating you. Good Luck in
me when you're a famous CTA
rep.

#0005

Guess Who???

Cheech

FOR SALE: 76 Vega wagon,
A/C, am-fm - 8 track, tint
windows, guages, mats, steel
radials, body mold, 3-spd., green
ext., black int., 15,000 miles, $3000
736-4638 Mark after 5:00 p.m.

A big thanks to all of the
teachers, it was tough but I
enjoyed every minute.

P.S. Tell Sue she can have can
control for the week. (ha, ha)

A Puzzle for you allWhat is one thing I like to rate
on a scale of 1 to 10???

The Lone Rider

John Denver:

TOPICS IN CONTEMPORARY
PSYCHOLOGY

Aren't you glad that it is almost
over? Aqualung probably got all
"A 's "
E .H.S) s still alive -and .should I
say "kicking?"

ABOUT YOUR COLUMN . . .
Part 2.. .

JOHN DENVER:

PRINT

A.d.

Boom BoomFrom
Anonymous

-- ,. -------------

lree kittens

Still think I'm shy?

Debbie,

You are super neato really cool.
Thank you, thank you. And thank
Larry too.

FOR SALE: . A . 1974 Pontiac Catlina 400 in excellent condition,
white with maroon vinal top, two
door, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, AM/FM
Radio, low mileage - 28,000 clean
interior and exterior, engine - 400
cubic inches, two barrel, price
$3,200 call 967-7391, ask for Jim.

To the guy I met last Friday,

Whoseever been writing personals about Monica: I AGREE
100%!
Right On!

FOR SALE: 1976 Mustang
GHIS V-6, 4 speed, power
steering, steel belted radials,
tinted glass. Silver, red vinyl top.
327-0456.
FOR SALE: 1976 Mini Motor
Home; less than 5000 miles; sleeps
six - $8000. Call Bonnie, ext. 212
or 885-2438 nihts.

8, April, 1977

--------------To a Good Humor Craver:
Happy
Happy
Happy
Happy

Birthday to you,
Birthday to you,
Birthday to Mrs. Geeeeeee
Birthday to you!

Another Good Humor Craver

--------------Miss Vicki:

5 hour walk, lets starts practicing: left, left, l~ft, right, left. Left,
left, left, right, left. ,
A typical
parker

state

---------------

· Congratulations, and the best of
luck for your future. How can you
thank someone who's taken you
fron Sangria to brawls? I will
alway remember and treasure your
help, ever since that . fateful
Halloween Day. you've been a
good friend, I'll miss that.
Love,Chateaubriand
Larry,Nancy,Jakki,Lynn,Bobby
K., Sue, David, Dan, Kid, Liz,
Ron, Cindy, Paul, Pauline, Tom
H., Mark, and Sy:

A big thank-you for all your
help these past months, you've
been great to work with. Good
Luck for all who are leaving UNI,
and continued success for those
who are staying.
Sincerely,
Ann[A.E.J

Bird:
Hey we're going to live together
for 7 days, please try and not be so
cynical, and accept people for what
they

are.

· -------------Teller A 32

Yeh, three cheers
lovers!!!

for

cat

Soil Tiller:
Aren't these spring showers
nifty? just think what they'll do
for the fields. I think we should
bring some sort of ice box.
Yogurt Maker

P.S. HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!
Bob:

Hi and best wishes!
Dennis & Mary
To the Italian:

I

Are we playing hide and seek or
did you really take off to work for
the Spanish government?
RSVP

Just wondering

Tonite was one of those nitea when
. . . "Oh, I had to think of
something!" My brain is exhausted! Good nite.
Infinite one,

Tell us; your . humble readers,
what is the difference between
UNI and Harvard?
S.E.
I enjoy having you by my side.
B.M. etc.

'

l
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sports

lntramurals

Average White Tea01
brings title to
Northeastern
by Ciµ-1 Nowack
and John Stepal
At long last, Northeastern
can boast of a championship
team!
The Average White Team,
winners of our intramural
basketball compet ition this
sea~on, defeated IIT 67-62 in
overtime Saturday, and there·
by wbn the first annual Joseph
M. Schlitz college intramural
basketball tournament. For
this accomplishment, the team
received an enormous trophy,
and also individual ones to.
each player,_. Pete Lazzara ,
Pete•' 'flenges, Jesus Alvarez,
Lou Rossi, game MVP Lee
Yankowski, Jim 'Dubray, Pete
Fosco, Augie Zezule, and
Steve DeRoose.
This is the same team that
once scored tw,o points in one
half during the semifinal round
of the Northeastern tournament. The same team that
overcame the twelve-point
. halftime deficit to win that
game. The same team that
shocked the highly 0rated Express, 40-31, in the title game.
This team . proved their
achievement wasn't a fluke, as
they knocked off each, of their
opponents in the Sc~!itz
tourney. Oakton provided the
first victim, 74-57. Next came
DePaul, 69-60, which moved
AWT into the semis against

tough Kennedy-King. The
Average White Team then set
up last Saturday's match by
defeating Kennedy-King, 8077.
Throughout their winning _
streak it was apparent that
AWT didn't have any super. stars: They proved they didn't
need any , either, as they
compensated for their lack of
stars with· a tremendous fast
break which · often found Pete
Lazzara scoring an easy basket. Other assets included a
tough, aggressive defense, an
array of good shooters, allaround hustling play, and their
biggest plus, a great example
of team play at all times.
Saturday was no exception,
as AWT took a 16-8 first
quarter lead on the strength of
Lee Yankowski's shooting and
Lazzara's passing. We increased our margin to 38-27 at
halftime, largely due to Al,
varez 's mar~smanship. The
only dark spot on the horizon
was_his foul trouble, although
he and Yankowski each had 13
points at the half.
However, the third quarter
was a different story, as AWT
couldn't find the range. IIT
cut the lead to a mere five,
49-44, and seemed to have the
Il!2mentus entering ~he final
period.
AWT maintained their lead

Racqueteers down
Alu01ni·; then
crush_Roosevelt
by Brent Leatherman
The first of April .turned out
to be a momentous day in the
annals of tennis history as the
past greats of UNI came back
for their first an_n ual alumni
match. Returning was three
former number one players.
Ron Schwartz, _Steve De
Zarko, and Reid Adler. Filling
out the rest of the team were
Joe Stein, John Schag, and
Rich Cowin. When the smoke
cleared from the battle, the
Eagles had defeated the alumni 6-3. Winners for Northeastern included Steve -Wojcik,
over De Zark(? (6-2 , 6-1), Brent
Leatherman over Stein (7-5,
6-4 ), Mark Konra:d over Schag
(6-1 , 6-2), and Perry Dlugie
over Cowin (6-0, 6-0). Dale
Plotkin and Brent combined
for a 6-3, 6-2 victory in doubles

and Mark and Perry won 6-0,
6-1.
The following day brought
Roosevelt to our courts. After
a great deal of mopping water
had occurred, the match·began
with victories by _Dave Thourson (6-2, 6-2), Steve (6-0, 6-1),
Dale (6-2, 6-4), Brent (6-2, 6-1),
Mark (6-0, 6-3) , and Jim
Sarver (6-4, 6-4). The onslaught continued with Dave
and Steve winning (6-0, 6-0),
Dale and Brent (7-5, 6-0), and
also Mark and Perry emerging
victoriously (7-5 , 6-1). The
final score turned out to be a
devastating 9-0 in favor of
Ur-fl, and although Roosevelt
is not very strong, it appears ·
that this could be an extremely
prosperous year for Northeastern tennis.

Pictured above is the Average White Team, who won the College Intramural Tournament.'
Kneeling: Pete Fosco, Lou Rossi. Standing: [I tor] Neal Tremble; PE Director, Pete Lazzara,
Angie Zezule, Pete Genges, Lee Yankowski, Steve De Roose, and Ron· Faloona; lntramurals
Director. [Photo by Carol Jean Zalatoris.]

throughout the f9urth quarter,
however,. thanks to Augie
Zezule's penetration and y·ankowski' s rebounding. With
3:46 left, Alvarez fouled out.
At the time, we were up, 53-49.
IIT tied the game at 59 with
just fifteen seconds remaining.
Pete Lazzara was fouled and

wen t to the line with an
opportunity to end the game,
but he missed the one and one,
so the contest went into
overtµne .
The teams traded ~skets
during -the overtime period,
but AWT eventually forged
ahead, 65-62, with just eight

seconds left. Zezule then sank
two free throws to make the
final 67-62, and in the process
ended die journey which saw
the Average Whfte Team of
Northeastern become the
championship Average White
Team o f Chicago.

Baseball team struggles;
looks to better chances
by John Stepal
One .of the most frustrating
things in life is to have a
problem and lack a solution to
it. Ray Kasper's problem is his
2-6 baseball team. Actually,
the answer is simple: start
playing 1ntelligent baseball.
That's like telling the White
Sox to win the pennant; it's a
lot easier said than done . .
Questioned about the team's
performance, Kasper replied,''
Mental errors are killing us.
We're giving games away.'_'
But there are other reasons.
The pitdling staff, over~, has
fat:ed reasonably well, except
one category: walks. Of the
thirty-five men which have
received freebies , fourteen
have gone on to score. Only
twenty-six of the forty-two
runs UNI has given up have
been earned. Bob Hes_sberger,
Marc Lenihan, and Scott
.Lancaster have been bothered
by pesky injuries. The coach is
correct, however; in saying
that the team has ·not been
performing up to par.
After losing a doubleheader
t~ DePaul , the team split
twinbills with Milton and
Eastern Illinois, bringing their
record to 2-4. Northeastern's
most recent games were played
last Friday at Northwestern.
Unfortunately, this writer saw
what Kasper was talking
about. The Eagles dropped a
pair to N.U., 8-5 and 4-1.
UNI jumped to an early lead

in the first inning when Mark
Obal smashed the first pitch of
the ballgame down the left
field line for a double,
advanced to third on ,
groundout, and surprised
everyone in the park by
proceeding to s~eel .home.
Steve Kowalski, . catclring in
place of Lenihan, singled. Joe
Trotta hit a shot off the fence .
that would've been gone on
any other day, but the wind
turned it into a k,ng double.
The Wildcats' hurler retired
Brian Tannehill·, however, and
with him the Eagles in. the
first, as two runners--:-werP left
stra~ded.
Freshman Wayne Burton ·
was selected to st art, and
although Kaspe1 pulled him
after three innings, he pitched
a fine game. Burton's only
problem was one of falling
behind the hitters. He demonstrated his poise, however, in
the second, when he gave up a
leadoff triple . Two walks
followed, and a big ·inning for
N.U. wasin the making. UNI
got out of the inning with only
one run being scored, however,
due to Burton's fine pitching.
The game zigzagged in this
manner until the fourth; when
Tom Kokos' two-run single
gave Northeastern a 4-2 lead.
Enter John Nuebling, the
Eagles' workhorse in his
seventh appearance this season. A dropped fly ball
resulted in an unearned run in

th~ fourth, making the score
4-3. The fifth was the twning
point, however, as the Wildcats scored three runs, capitalizing on Scott Lancaster's
dropped pickoff attempt which
had the runner beaten.
The Eagles got one back in
the sixth to chop the lead in
half, 6-5. N.U. added two more ·
in their half of the inning of
Steve Thompson, _and that's
the way it ended, 8-5. Nuebling
was credited with the loss.
Neither team really hit the
ball all that well, : lthough
Northwestern had nine hits to
our eight. -Until the fatal fifth,
N.U. had only three hit~, The
Eagles, however, strur.k o!lt a_t
the rate of one per in ,g, ai
Wildcat pitchers d . 0.1. d ui,
seven for the game.
Gary Malan was staked to
an early 1'..o lead in the ~ond
game, but it wasn't en.:mgh, as
he walked three consecutive
hitters and suffered the loss.
Kasper fee 1.s that once the
team wins a couple of games,
things just might start falling
into place. Upcoming games
include a doubleheader with
George Williams tomorrow, a
rare home contest vs. IIT
Monday, and a single game
with Circle Wednesd·a y. The
Eagles then embark on a
ten-day road trip which will
take them to Tennessee and
Missouri.
That is, if it ever stops
raining.
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